BUSINESS
CONTINUITY
MANAGEMENT
Using Change Awareness and
Analytics to Mitigate the
Increased Stability Risks

IT is at the Core of Business Continuity.
The criticality of effective business continuity management for enabling disaster
recovery, continuous operations, remote work, and emergency communications, is
evident to every enterprise organization. From risk assessments to impact analysis,
and strategy to testing, IT needs to ensure resiliency by considering technology
needs and requirements during each step of business continuity management.
As a key stakeholder of business continuity analysis and planning, IT is
expected to validate and test technologies, as well as provide the necessary
information about asset inventory, environment configuration, and change
frequency across environments and environment components. IT must ensure
that its operations processes continue to support business demands and
requirements when the business continuity plan is activated.
Many companies are accelerating digital transformation, requiring their IT
organizations to implement numerous application and infrastructure updates under
tight time constraints. With more and more changes executed at an accelerated
pace, the risk of changes impacting the stability of corporate business systems is
heightened.
The change management process, configuration management process, release
process, and other IT service processes need the capability to manage increased
risks to protect the stability of IT environments.
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IT Must Manage Increased Risks & Protect
the Stability of IT Environments.
Configuration Visibility
Modern IT environments are complex
with geographically distributed teams
operating highly configurable
technology components in physical,
virtual and cloud environments across
multiple locations. With literally
thousands of configuration
parameters, it can be challenging to
collect and maintain a detailed,
granular picture of the environment
configuration.

Endpoints Support
In case of disaster, Business
Continuity must cover remote work.
When this happens, ensuring the
stability and performance of a flexible
endpoint environment, including local
desktops, laptops and virtual
desktops, becomes essential to
maintain staff productivity and deliver
expected business results.

Disaster Recovery (DR) Readiness
Complexity of enterprise IT
environments and cost
considerations make it difficult to use
homogeneous automated replication
technologies across the board to
ensure readiness of DR
environments.

Maintaining Standards
It isn’t enough to ensure that the DR
environment is aligned to production;
a new set of technology requirements
based off business continuity plans
must be proactively maintained in
order to ensure resiliency.

Change Freeze
Organizations recognize application
and infrastructure changes as the
major source of instability effecting
business continuity, making “change
freeze” practices common. However,
many organizations simply cannot
protect their environment from
unplanned changes, making “change
freeze” just an announcement of
intent rather than a reality.

Addressing Business Demand
“Change freeze” can only be a
temporary solution. When changes
should continue in order to meet
immediate market demand or
business opportunities, IT
organizations need effective change
control to minimize the risk of
negative change impact and ensure
maximum stability of business
systems.
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Minimize the Risk of Changes & Ensure the
Stability & Performance of Critical Business
Systems & Endpoints.

✔

✔

Collection
Evolven uses its collection technology to dynamically collect most granular
configurations and an inventory of environment components from the
application level down to the infrastructure, and from on-premise data center
to public cloud. There is no need to define what to collect. Evolven decides on
the scope and collects configuration information out of the box, ensuring that
no important change will be missed.

Analytics
Evolven automatically detects actual granular changes and verifies
consistency of inventory and configurations across environment components,
hosts and multiple environments. Using patented machine-learning based
analytics, Evolven prioritizes detected changes and inconsistencies by
automatically calculating operational risk.

✔

Correlation
Evolven can correlate detected information with data acquired using existing
IT management, automation and monitoring tools. Actual changes are
correlated with approved change tickets and deployments to catch any
unauthorized changes threatening business continuity. They are correlated
with monitoring alerts and performance KPIs to zoom in on changes causing
performance and availability issues.

✔

Policies
Users can easily describe deployment pre-requisites & organizational
configuration standards using flexible rules for desired type, range and values
of configuration parameters. Evolven will continuously validate collected
environment configuration and detected changes against these policies,
highlighting any policy breaks.
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Support all the Steps of Business Continuity
Management.
Evolven collects and analyzes actual, granular
configurations and changes across end-to-end
enterprise IT environments, both on-premise and in
the cloud, while supporting all the steps of business
continuity management.

1

2

Provide detailed up-to-date and historical
information on end-to-end IT environment
configurations as an input for business
continuity assessments, risk analysis and
planning.
Provide a single pane of glass for application
and infrastructure changes, whether planned
or unplanned to:
§ Help align DR environments with production
§ Ensure observance of “change freeze”
§ Minimize the risk of required changes

3

Continuously assess compliance of IT
environments to business continuity policies
defined for IT technology, ensuring readiness of
the IT environments in case of a disaster.

4

Analyze changes and drift of endpoint
configurations, accelerating issue resolution
and facilitating issue avoidance by the endpoint
support team.

5

Facilitate collaboration of business continuity
stakeholders involved in IT environment
management, support and recovery.

KEY BENEFITS
Minimize the effort required to
manage DR environments
while increasing their
readiness
Reduce risk and negative
impacts of changes affecting
business continuity readiness,
recovery processes and postrecovery operations
Maximize stability of critical
business systems when a
business continuity plan is
activated
Increase productivity of the
staff working remotely
Ensure compliance to official
and internal regulations via
proven configuration and
change controls
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Sample Dashboard
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